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Introduction – Jon Grayson

Autonomous Crown Entity dedicated to 
Infrastructure for a thriving New Zealand
• Independent, but advisory only
• Key to success is credibility and 

influence

Key functions:
• Strategy

o 30-year infrastructure strategy
o Deep dives

• Procurement support
o Agency and Project support
o Quarterly pipeline
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30-Year Strategy – Jon Grayson

• Aim to build agility and resilience to achieve 
the vision

• Challenges: climate, technology, demographic c
• Turn challenge in to opportunity
• Focus on all key infrastructure sectors
• Three waters and ports work underway

All levers in scope
• Investment by central and local governments
• Non-build solutions
• Industry structure and regulation
• Funding and financing; procurement
• Integrated land use planning; consenting
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Emerging Mainstream:
Strategy vs Foresight 
A hole in one or getting on the green?



Typical Strategic vs Strategic Foresight Approaches

• The typical strategic approach is usually shorter-term and sets a path to a 
predicted future. 

• Foresight involves visioning multiple longer-term futures, selecting which 
are preferred and steering toward that “possibility space”.

Where are we?

Where do we 
want to go?

How do we get 
there?

What’s 
happening?

What could 
happen?

What might we 
need to do?

A typical strategic approach is unlikely to work 
because the world is becoming increasingly volatile, 
uncertain, complex and ambiguous. The chances of 
predicting a single future successfully are low.

Strategic Foresight is the 
emerging way to deal 

with increasingly 
uncertain times

Strategic approach

Strategic Foresight approach

Starting point

What 
will we 

do?



Growing Evidence for Strategic Foresight in Infrastructure
New Zealand 
would not be 
the first to 
adopt a 
foresight 
approach to 
infrastructure 
strategy, but 
it would be a 
fast follower.



How might we develop insights 
into what could happen?



Foresight is based on the idea of many possible futures

Individual 
trends, 
emerging 
issues, 
weak 
signals and 
possibilities

Source: Future Cities Canada, Hancock, Voros

Identify
Possibilities

Categorise
Likelihood & 
preferability

Interpret for 
Infrastructure

Engage with 
StakeholdersPrepare

Developing insights for the strategy:



Infracom’s Futures Platform



Preparing for Engagement – Futures Platform Foresight Tool



Preparing for Engagement – Futures Platform Foresight Tool

1. Over 700 “Phenomena” or 
possibilities in the database, plus we 
can add our own…

2. Designed for collaboration with our team of 
stakeholders to crowd-source opinions and 
help identify priorities.

3. So what? Drilling down on each 
possibility for deeper interpretation.



Drilling Down – Satellite Broadband (Illustration)
Cause and effect analysis
using potential future possibilities



Getting your thoughts on future 
possibilities – a poll
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